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Arctic Barnabas Ministries Regionalization
Alaska is a wild and remote place. Pastors and missionaries serving in Alaskan villages have little to
no support. They are the backbone of their fellowship, if in fact there is a regular fellowship
established. In an effort to effectively minister to and with these folks, Arctic Barnabas is
establishing regions throughout Alaska to help facilitate the advancement of the gospel. (the map
above shows the division of these regions) We have divided Alaska into regions and are desiring to
place ABM missionaries into each of these regions. This will allow ABM to reach more villages in a
more timely manner and enables us to support these villages more efficiently. As part of this new
effort Arctic Barnabas is looking for people who are Christ-followers and are called to serve in remote
and hard places. So, how will this effect Linda and I? As the Ministry Director for Arctic Barnabas, I
will oversee all these areas. This is a big job, but God is bigger. Linda and I will travel to these regions
to help lay groundwork and later, as our missionaries are established in these regions, we will oversee
and do pastoral care. Will you pray for this ministry, and for Linda and I as we serve in these new and
challenging ways? Also please pray that our increased support needs will be met.
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Happenings with the Flamms
• My commercial certification is coming along. I have done all my
solo and need one more cross-country flight. I will continue
through the spring and summer with additional training.
• November 30th a 7.1 earthquake hit Alaska. It was quite
something! The only damage we had was a huge tree falling onto
our garden shed and fence. Arctic Barnabas had no damage to
the offices, hangar or planes. Praise God! Thank you to everyone
for your prayers and inquiries.

November 30th
7.1 earthquake;
Winter 2019 record
snow

• This winter we had record snow! Beautiful and abundant. Even
now we still have over a foot in the yard, but the increased
temperatures and sunlight will take care of it soon.
• In February Linda & I were supposed to fly to Indiana for a
Biblical Counseling Training Conference. We scheduled a trip to
visit one of our partner churches before hand. Record snow in
Seattle ( a connecting city for much of Alaska's travel) gave us
four cancelled flights, a redirected airport - which lead to two
cancelled car rentals, a cancelled hotel, 12 hours spent in the
Chicago airport, trying to rent another car for a reasonable price
(didn't happen!) and a missed visit with our partner church!
Thirty-six hours in all! It was quite the adventure getting there,
but the conference made it all worth while.

“JUST A THOUGHT” As the snow continues to melt, we begin
planning our summer garden. It is a long way off before anything
can go into the ground (usually June 1) but the hint of grass
showing under the snow make us wishing it was sooner. Patience
is required. If we put plants out too soon, they will die. This
reminded me of our life here on this earth. We wait patiently for
our Lord to come, however in the meantime we need to be
planning and working as we look forward to His return. May you
be encouraged as we celebrate the beauty of this spring and
Easter season.
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Galatians 6:9(esv) And let us not grow weary of doing good, for
in due season we will reap, if we do not give up.
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